Global Health Experiences through the Downs Fellowship

February 17, 2022, 10-12:30pm
Register: tinyurl.com/DownsSymposium2022

Select presentation titles:

Matthew Benczkowski, MPH ‘21
Assessing Changes in the Epidemiology of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis in Southwest Colombia Following the Peace Accord with Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC)

Brian Fleischer, MD candidate ‘24
Higher Intensive Care Unit Consultations for COVID-19 Patients Living with HIV Compared to Those Without HIV Co-infection in Uganda

Emma Mew, PhD candidate ‘25 (Public Health)
“There’s still broken or fragmented systems and sometimes that can be harmful to the child”: Qualitative Assessment of Opportunities to Strengthen Adolescent Mental Health Services in American Samoa

Sarah Michels, MPH candidate ‘22

Bohao Wu, PhD candidate ‘24 (Public Health)

Additional presentations by:
Phoebe Chen, MD candidate ‘24
Katherine Daiy, PhD candidate ‘24
Ann Johnson, MD/PhD candidate ‘27
Erika-ann Kim, MPH candidate ‘22
Rishika Mohanty, MPH candidate ‘22
Brandi Moore, MPH ‘21
Mary Tate, MPH candidate ‘22
Joseph Williams, MPH candidate ‘22

For more information: anjuli.bodyk@yale.edu

The Wilbur Downs Fellowship Program is supported by an endowment in honor of Wilbur G. Downs, MD, MPH. The Fellowship is carried out under the auspices of the Wilbur Downs Fellowship Committee and Yale School of Public Health.